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PERFECT POWERS THAT ARE SUMS OF CONSECUTIVE
SQUARES
VANDITA PATEL
Abstract. We determine all perfect powers that can be written as the sum
of at most 10 consecutive squares.
1. Introduction
Power values of power sums of consecutive integers have been of interest through-
out the past 70 years. Techniques from algebraic number theory and Diophantine
approximation have allowed the resolution of such equations with small exponents,
as well as proofs of general theorems. This can be seen in the work of Brindza [5],
Cassels [6], Gyo˝ry, Tijdeman and Voorhoeve [8], Hajdu [9], Pinte´r [11], Scha¨ffer
[13], and Zhang and Bai [15] among many others.
Recently, Bennett, Gyo˝ry and Pinte´r [1], Pinte´r [12], Zhang [16], as well as
the author in collaboration with Bennett and Siksek [2], [3] resolved many such
equations using the modular method. A Galois-theoretic approach can be found in
[10].
In this paper we consider the equation
(1) (x + 1)2 + (x+ 2)2 + · · ·+ (x+ d)2 = yn, n ≥ 2,
with 2 ≤ d ≤ 10. Here x and y denote integers. This equation was solved by Cohn
[7] for d = 2 and by Zhang [16] for d = 3.
Theorem 1. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ 10. The only solutions to equation (1) with n ≥ 3 are
(d, x, y, n) = (2,−1,±1, 2r), (2,−2,±1, 2r), (2,−1, 1, 2r+ 1),
(2,−2, 1, 2r+ 1), (2, 118,±13, 4), (2,−121,±13, 4).
The only solutions to equation (1) with n = 2 is the infinite family with d = 2 and
2x+ 3 + y
√
2 = ±(1 +
√
2)2r+1, r ∈ Z.
2. Sums of Consecutive Squares
We make use of the following Lemma of Zhang and Bai [15].
Lemma 2.1 (Zhang and Bai). Let p be a prime such that p ≡ ±5 mod 12. If p | d
and ordp(d) 6≡ 0 mod n then equation (1) has no solutions.
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We note that Lemma 2.1 immediately allows us to eliminate the cases d = 5, 7
and 10. As mentioned in the introduction, equation (1) has been solved by Zhang
[16] for d = 3. It was solved for d = 2 and n ≥ 3 by Cohn [7], and this gives the
solutions enumerated in the theorem for n ≥ 3.
It remains to consider d = 2 with n = 2, and d = 4, 6, 8, 9 with n ≥ 2. We
rewrite equation (1) as
(2) dx2 + d(d+ 1)x+
d(d+ 1)(2d+ 1)
6
= yn.
Factorising and completing the square gives us
(3) d
((
x+
d+ 1
2
)2
+
(d− 1)(d+ 1)
12
)
= yn.
Lemma 2.2. Let r = ord2(d). Suppose r ≥ 2, then in equation (3) we have
n | (r − 1).
Proof. Let D = d/22. We substitute into equation (3) to get,
(4) D
(
(2x+ (d+ 1))2 +
(d− 1)(d+ 1)
3
)
= yn.
Observe that
(2x+ d+ 1)2 ≡ 1 (mod 4), (d− 1)(d+ 1)
3
≡ 1 (mod 4).
Comparing valuations on both sides of (4) we see that
n ord2(y) = ord2(D) + 1 = r − 1.
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.3. Let q = 3 and r = ord3(d). Suppose r ≥ 2, then in equation (3), we
have n | (r − 1).
Proof. Let D = d/3. We substitute into equation (3) to get,
D
(
3
(
x+
(d+ 1)
2
)2
+
(d− 1)(d+ 1)
4
)
= yn.
Observe that the expression in brackets is never divisible by 3. Hence ord3(D) =
ord3(y
n) = n ord3(y), proving that n | (r − 1). 
Applying Lemmata 2.2 and 2.3 allows us to eliminate d = 4 and d = 9, and
d = 8 with n ≥ 3. For the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to deal with d = 6, and
also with d = 2, 8 for n = 2.
3. Case: n = 2
In this section, we deal with equation (1) with n = 2 and d = 2, 6, 8. First, we
consider d = 2. Then, equation (1) can be rewritten as
(2x+ 3)2 − 2y2 = −1.
This yields the infinite family of solutions in Theorem 1.
Now let d = 6; we can rewrite equation (1) as
3(2x+ 7)2 + 35 = 2y2
3which is impossible as the left-hand side is 6 (mod 8) and the right-hand side is 2
(mod 8).
Finally let d = 8; we can rewrite equation (1) as
2
(
(2x+ 9)2 + 21
)
= y2.
Write y = 2Y , we obtain
(2x+ 9)2 + 21 = 2Y 2.
Again, we see that the left-hand side is 6 (mod 8), yielding a contradiction.
4. The Case d = 6
It finally remains to solve equation (1) for d = 6. We suppose n = p is an odd
prime. We rewrite equation (1) as
(5) X2 + 3× 5× 7 = 6yp,
where X = 6x + 21. It is easy to see that 2, 3, 5, 7 ∤ y. Let K = Q(
√−105) and
write OK = Z[
√−105] for its ring of integers. This has class group isomorphic to
(Z/2Z)3. We factorise the left-hand side of equation (5) as
(X +
√−105)(X −√−105) = 6yp.
It follows that
(X +
√−105)OK = p2p3 · zp
where p2 and p3 are the unique primes of OK above 2 and 3 respectively, and z is
an ideal of OK . Let a = p2p3. Then
(X +
√−105)OK = p2p3 · zp = a1−p · (az)p = (6(1−p)/2)(az)p.
It follows that az is a principal ideal. Write az = γOK where γ ∈ OK , and
ordp2(γ) = ordp3(γ) = 1. After possibly changing the sign of γ we obtain,
(6) X +
√−105 = γ
p
6(p−1)/2
.
Subtracting the conjugate equation from this equation, we obtain
(7)
γp
6(p−1)/2
− γ¯
p
6(p−1)/2
= 2
√−105.
Let L = Q(
√−105,√6) = Q(√−70,√6). Write OL for the ring of integers of L
and let
α =
γ√
6
and β =
γ¯√
6
.
Substituting into equation (7), we see that
(8) αp − βp = √−70.
Lemma 4.1. Let α, β be as above. Then α and β are algebraic integers. Moreover,
(α+ β)2 and αβ are non-zero, coprime, rational integers, and α/β is not a root of
unity.
Proof. Note that a · OL =
√
6OL. As a | γ, γ, we have α, β ∈ OL.
Now γ = u+ v
√−105 with u, v ∈ Z. Thus
(α+ β)2 =
2u2
3
.
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but p3 | γ and p3 |
√−105, hence p3 | u and so 3 | u. Therefore (α + β)2 ∈ Z. If
(α + β)2 = 0 then u = 0 and from equation (6), we establish that X = 0, which
doesn’t result in an integer solution since X = 6x + 21. Therefore, (α + β)2 is a
non-zero rational integer.
Furthermore, αβ = (γγ)/6, which is clearly a non-zero rational integer.
We must check that (α+β)2 and αβ are coprime. Suppose they are not coprime.
Then there is some prime ideal q of OL dividing both. This divides α, β, and so
using equation (8), we see that ordq(
√−70) ≥ p and arrive at a contradiction.
Finally we need to show that α/β = γ/γ ∈ K = Q(√−105) is not a root of unity.
But the only roots of unity in K are ±1. If α/β = ±1 then from equation (8), we
obtain 0 =
√−70 or 2αp = √−70, both giving a contradiction. 
Continuing with the notation of the previous proof we have,
α− β = 2v√−105
√
6 = v
√−70.
Therefore, equation (8) gives v = ±1 and
(9)
αp − βp
α− β = ±1.
To complete the proof, we need a famous theorem due to Bilu, Hanrot and Voutier
[4]. Attached to a pair of algebraic numbers α and β satisfying Lemma 4.1 is a
Lehmer sequence given by
u˜m =
{
(αm − βm)/(α− β) m odd
(αm − βm)/(α2 − β2) m even.
A prime q is said to be a primitive divisor for u˜m if divides u˜m but does not
divides (α2−β2)2 · u˜1 · u˜2 · · · u˜m−1. The pair (α, β) is said to be m-defective if u˜m
does not have a primitive divisor. Observe that (9) implies that (α, β) is p-defective.
By Theorem 1.4 of [4], if m ≥ 30 then u˜m must have a primitive divisor. Thus
we know that p < 30. To deal with primes in the range 7 ≤ p < 30 we need the
results of Voutier [14]. The only possible values of p in that range for which u˜p has
no primitive divisor are p = 7, 13, and for these values Voutier gives the possibilies
for α/β. Examining his table quickly eliminates these cases as it is incompatible
with α/β = γ/γ ∈ Q(√−105). This proves the proposition.
It remains to deal with p = 3 and p = 5. We may rewrite equation (8) as
(u+±√−105)p − (u∓√−105)p =
√
6
p · √−70.
We merely check that these polynomial equations do not have roots in Z. This
completes the proof.
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